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INM-TOM 1A E WMP E IS OF Ti-541-2.5fn AlM Ti-6AL-4V MJLOYM

John A. VMEChO

An Imrtant design criterion for rAny struc- TAILE 1. TYPICAL !,TEWfRIME MIMICKM
tures is their Creep characteristics. Creep is the PPRTO Si
tii-dopendest strain which occurs in a mateal . _....

under stress. It is often considered to be a hig.- trS - 15, PL,
temperature phenovmenon hich is not necessarily
true. It is true that creep is one of a problem Alloy 10
in ".gh-tempersture structures, but in some aster- -lloy.........__Patpsi_ Psi
ilos it mst be taken into account in .he design
of ordinary and even low-te4peraturt s-ructures.

Most low-temperature structures are designed 5AI-2.5n Annealed 136 117 12 40 -
with stress litrations determined Ly the yield, 6A-4V Heat treated 170 12 8 54 147

ultimate, or fatigue strength. The impact and

notc-strength properties may also be liWmting ELI Grade
factors. If each of these is satisfied and the 5Al-2.5Sn Anealed 11o 95 20 - -
material tends to creep, the design stress may very 6AX-4V hAmeled 135 127 15 - -well be limited by the creep strength......... _ ___,_,,,

Design usually involves three types of strain;
thermal, elastic, and plastic. Thermal strain is In the past, deviations as great as :20 per
recoverable but must be considered if a substantial cent from the Table I values have been reported
change in teerature is contemplated. Elastic for both alloys.% ; These deviations reflect
strain is proportional to the stress and this earlier differences in processing histories as
process is also completely reversible. Plastic well as in the chemistry of Individual beats.
strain Is essentially permanent with the exception This wide latitude in tensile pmperties explains
of a very small recovery ghich for practical pur- why, in several earlier studies at least, the
poses is usually ignored. Plastic strain can be creep strasses used in sam instances exceed the
obtained in tw wayst (1) Instantaneously by ex- yield and even ultimate strength values of current
ceeding the proportional limit, and (2) by maintain- production material.
Lag a stress for a period of time. The latter, of
%.,lrrse, is creep. It was generally believed that the TI-MAl-

2.5%n and Ti-6A1-4V alloys do not creep at room
are primarily concerned here with the time- temperature. Therermy be some Justification for

dependent drain, or creep. Each of the other this belief, again depending on the specific heat,
types of strain is perhaps equally important but the chemistry, the stress level, and processing
will not be discussed here. We will, however, have variables of the particular lot of material. There
to concern ourselves with elastic and instantaneous is evidence, however, that the Ti-bA-2.SSn alloy
plastic strain, since it is difficult to Isolate does creep at room temprature, as show by several
them completely from a discussion of creep. when investigators. Same creep tests n sheet materiel
a creep test is persormed, an isothermal condition by North American Aviation, Inc.,3) although
Is assumed, end thermal strains are excluded from limited to only three hours of test time, clearly'
'nsideratlon. The load produces an elastic show creep occurring at stresses of 100,000 to

S* ain, which is proportional to the stress, and 120,00C psi (Table 2). Although it is difficult
if above the proportional limit, sore plastic attempting to establish a minima creep rate in
strain. For titanium alloys, a relatively high Such a short tie, indications are that the creep
e'ress Is usually required to produce creep at low rate at 100,000 psi Is less than 0.00% per hour.
te*rature. This often means that the proportion- Stresses in excess of typical yield and even ulti-
al limit of the materil has been exceeded, result- 4jte strength values are noted.
Ing in a certain mount of initial plastic strain.
Therefore, qreep may be important, but thermal,
elastic, and instantaneous plastic strain cannot be T8LE 2. SHORT-TIE CREEP DATA POR MMiALD Ti-
o."luded from design considerations. 5Al-2.S6n, A.G40-G/IE SHEET AT WOi

TEMERATURE(3 ]
11i5s note is concerned solely with the low-

temperatu., creep properties of the Ti-BAl-2.5Sn Total Elongation for Indicated Time,
and TI-Al-4W alloys. In assessinf these proper- Stress, Ser cent
ties of these materials, it is important to note psi 0.05 hr 0.3 hr 1.0 hr 3.0 hrs
that a fairly wide spread in their tensile proper- -

ties has been reported in the literature. This is .0(5 In 0.03 hr
Particularly true for the Ti-6AI-4V alloy which can , 1.3 2.0 2.7 3.5be heat treated to moderately high strengths. As 115,000 4.1 1.2 1.2 1.3a reference point In this discussion, Table 1 105,000 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.97lidts the tensile properties which are typicl of 00,0M 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.93
thore which ar being achieved on current production ------
material. Values are Included for both the normal
*.,d *extra-low interstitial" (ELI) grades.
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Data obtaiqed by i5("Ciu(4) on annealed Ti- Yield Creep Yield
,Al-2.55 ally at room teqirature show very Str"Vth, Stress, Strength, Tire, Creep,

similar results.CTable 3). He", the creep tests pjn psi % hrs
mEre conducted at stresses rangrl fros 90,000 to Tensile
115,000 psi for times long enogh to establis'. a
minimm creep rate. Room-tom ature ultiotte and 123,400 97,100 79 664 0.0042
yield strength property values for Ikea No. R-2724 123,40 97,100 79 933 0.008i
am 134,000 and 124,000 psi. respectively, obtalred
at a strain rate of 0.001 in./L./m . q ror- ssi creep
ti ov: limit for this beat of material is 100,000 137,C0 10,600 73 1120 0.0086
psi, the elo gation is 18W, and the RA 48.ML

In each of the above -sets of data, the elas- Some fairly extensivy creep data mere supplied
tic s*trai can be calculated and subtracted from by Xorth kerican Aviation(6) on ELI grade of the

-the total b using an elastic moulus of About TI-5AI-2.SSn alloy. Thee data are *w in Table1. t 1b psi. 4 for sheet, plate, and forging stock at rem tom
pers and In the sthess range of 64 to 92 per

Sone lited date-from the lo i re Engneeing cent of the yield strength.

Latoratory() show the follownt propetes of the Aieseurch(7) made sot* creep data available
Ti-SAl--2.SSn alloys obtained from subzero (-320 F) tests on the

TABLE 3. SARY OF ROOM-TERUAMi CREEP RESULTS QH (WAELED TI-SAI-2.SSn (Heat No. R-27244)

Test Total Plstic Test Minimum Time to Time to
SS, Def., Def., Duration, Creep 1% Def., Rupture, 1% Def.,

i % % hr Rate, %/hr hr hr T(20 log t)

115.0 19.5 19.5 41.6 0.19 0.05 41.6 I0.i
110.0 19.5 19.5 339.6 0.019 0.15 339.6 10.35
105.0 5.7 4.82 1362.4 0.00075 5.0 - 11.2
i00.0 3.3 2.r 1208.4 0.00050 20.0 - 11.5

TABLE 4. SWEARY OF ROCO-TPERATURE CREEP DATA ON Ti-WA1-2.5Sn (ELI-MADE) TITANIUM ALLOY(6)

Yield Test
Stress, Strength, Creep Strain in lime Given, per cent Duration,
psi % I hr 10 h." 100 hr 500 hr Final hrs

Sheet
82,200 73." 0.007 0.007 0.02 - 0.024 741
82,200 73.) - - 0.02 - 0.033 741
81 500 80.0 Negligible 156
86,500 85.0 . ... 0.07 156
92,000 90.0 . ... 2.03 156

Plate
02,500 7*,0 . ... 0.1 23
84, 50 79.0 . ... 0.2 24
86.500 81.0 . ... 0.4 24
89,000 83.1 . ... 0.5 23
91,000 85.0 . ... 1.5 23

74,600 64.7 - 0.023 0.04 0.05 742
80,700 70,0 0.015 0.04 0.08 - 0.12 360
87,100 75.5 O.C6 0.15 C.23 0.31 0.33 600
87,100 75. 0.025 0.08 0.14 0.23 0.24 W0
90,000 80.4 " - - 1.1 23
90,000 83.4 - - 3, 25
90,000 78.3 - - - 2.4 24
90,000 83.4 - - - Rupture 2.3
95,000 83.C - - Rupture 62
95,0M 83.0 . .. 6.0 46
99,50 86.2 0.07 0..7 0.33 C.51 0.53 600

lot .7r, 9.6 0, - - 4.75 Rupture 578
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Ti-5Al-2.Sn alloy sheet. Test rocedures in- Low-teperature creep data on the TI-6A-4V
cluded the usual condition of reaching test te- lloy ae less prevalent thi on the TI-5A-2.&
pereture (-320 F) prior to loWan the specimen, alloy. Since sufficlent data are unevailable, it
However, a deviation from normAl creep-test proce- is not clearly evident to mhat extent the aloy
dure Involved taking creep readings. It was neces- reep at low teqperatures.
sary for the specimens td stabilize at room temp-
erature for each strain reading. These data are Soe va by 1alory-Sharon(8) idicates
susarized in Table 5. that at stresses of 84,000 to 104,000 psi (60 to

O75 of llS), creep does occur in the TI-6A1-V alloy
ri T. Am =I S -TI MAM E- .ES at room tespeto. Most of the test specimens

OF Ti-A1-2.5sn a= e 320 Ft were prestressed about 10 per cent In excess of the
creep stress prior to actual creep t tog. The

_____,_________,,,___ .____________ effect of the prestressing is not clearly shom,
Yield - creep rate seem to be rather xp evident ofStess, Strength, feStrai n in GM Tim%% the -tress as shown Ira Table 6 wxd in Flgue 1.psi % I hr 5 hr 0blhr-18 hr 50 hr The reston for this say be that Voeextenomtes

- . . . -- 4 l mflclent s it vity. In f(w tj the " for-
II~m GraeM rce() sontlond that greto afstvity than

we used would bneeded fo further tests.
167,500 85 No nasureable creep
187,150 95 0.24 0.48 0.60 - - Some further nirect evide&ce tends to show

Et Grade that the alloy does creep. Larson4liller-typ
parsmte curves prepared by Am.Qv(9,10) give the

153,600 85 0.165 0.660 0.975 1.08 1.08 following resultst

Tensile Properties Tensile Properties Stress for 0.5% Platic Strainn Indioated Time
Bfore Creep TeWig After Creep Testin " 0.1 hr by

1late Elon- Ultte Elan- 143,000 psi 139,O00 psi 133,000 psi
Tensile Yield go- Tensile Yield gsl-Strength, Strength, tion, Strength, Strenth, tioni Ultim~to and yield strength values wre not avail-

able for this lot of material. It is fairly evi-
PSI .El p..s pi psi - dent, however, that the strength of this material

Normal Grade* was above what is now considered as typical for
204,000 197,000 12 - . - annealed material. No information Is given that

the dat wer obtained directly from room-
temperature creep tests. It is possible that they

188,670 180,670 17 199,000 192,000 17 were derived from higher temperature tests or fo
,,. ,.,, ,______ short-time tensile tests. Another source9) gies

the Information that a stress of about 134,000 psi* Cgosition of Noml ,Grade Material will produce "0.2X plastic creep" in 'O hours In
AL - 5.23% - 37 pp. the Ti-6AI-4V alloy sheet at 80 F. LIdIcstion was
Sn - 2.6% * 0.130% that the data were obtained from veror sources.
e- -0.2929 C - 0.02%
Un - 0.63 N - 0.012%

TABLE 6. ROOM-TEiPERMATUMW EEP OF Ti-6A1-4V ALLOY BA( )

Ultimate Yield
% Permanent Tensile Strength

Heat Stress, Strain in Creep Rate, Strengtho 0.2% Offset,
No. PSI 5 hi 1000 Mr Khours psi psi

24273 104,000 0.01 0.02 0.00002 148,000 141,000
24273 104,000 0.01 0.03 0.00002 148,000 141,000
29176 104,000 J.0G5 0.005 0.00001 135,000 131,000
29176 104,000 0.32 0.38 0.00005 135,000 131,000
29176 91,000 0.06 0.09 0.00006 135,000 131,000
29176 91,000 0.12 0.15 0.00006 135,000 131,000
29176 84,000 0.16 0.18 0.00002 35,000 131,000
29176 84,000 0.14 0.21 0.00013 135,000 131,000
31151 104,000 0.25 0.36 0.00022 133,000 132,000
31151 104,000 0,25 0.37 0.00022 133,000 132,000
31151 91,000 0-02 0.025 0.00001 133,000 132,00C
31151 91,000 0.03 0.03 133,000 132,000
31151 84,000 0,05 0.06 0.00002 133,000 132,000
31151 84,000 0.06 0.08 0.00004 133,000 132,000

(1) All specimens heat treated at 1300 F for I hour and AC.
(2) All speclmers preloaded twc cycles 10% over the creep stress.
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An investigation of relaxation properties of II) Schaefer, W. Ii., Fcelsch, G., and Krohn, F.

the TI-6A1-4V alloy (heat treated) was carried out 1f., "Titanium as a Structural Material for a X

by Northrop Arcraft, Inc.(12) The tests 1-dicated Supersonic Cruise Vehicle", Convair Division,

that no creep occurs at room temperature at a stress General DynamdCs Corporation, ASTIA Document

of 96,200 psi over a period in excess of 1200 hours. No. 255311 (September 1, 1960).
This, however, Is a relatively low stress for the (12) Chinn, j. I.., "TitanUm and Titanium Alloy
particular heat-treated condition used. Thus, the Fasteners, Northro Aircraft Corporation,
particular lot of material had an ultimate tensile FIA Document No. Airc(Feb ary, 198).
strength of 171,500 psi, 0.2% offset yield strength
of 262,500 psi, P11 of 147,500 psi, 15% elongation, (13) "The Engineering p*roperties of Comm i tei al Ti-

-' 43% reduction of area tt rom temperature. Re- tanium Mill Products*, M Report 92 (June 4,

a.axation tests by Northrop 12) on the s&-e lot of 1958).
Ti-6A1-4V alloy at 0 ? showed signs of relaxation
(wch results from creep) at an Intial stress of
98,000 psi.

A s ,r ary of the available creep dota on the
T!-SAI-2.5Sn ar. the Ti-6A1-4V alloys at room tem-
perature it, prastnted in Fiure 1. Also shown in
this figure, for com-parison purposes, are creep
rates for two grades of unalloyed titanium (A-55
and A-70). Minimum creep rates are not necessarily
the best way to show creep strengths since they
ignore primary creep. However, the creep rates are
the best data availa).:e for showing comparative
values of the various alloys.
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